LAY THAT BUCKSAW DOWN (Gerald Mitchell, archival)
PEARLY WHITE CITY (Gerald Mitchell, new recording)
ONE PART OF MY LIFE (Gary Mitchell and Jennifer Mitchell, new recording)
CAPTAIN JOHN GRIEVE (Gerald Mitchell, new recording)
INTERVIEW WITH BYRON CHAULK ABOUT “THE BROKEN PROMISE” (Archival tape, courtesy of Tim Borlase)
BROKEN PROMISE (Gerald Mitchell, archival)
GRAND RIVER (Gerald Mitchell, new recording)
HIGH ON THE MOUNTAIN OF OLD MOKAMI (Gerald Mitchell, archival)
YOUNG BILLIE (Gerald Mitchell, archival)
THE LOST HUNTERS (Paul Mitchell, new recording)
PEARL RIVER (Gerald Mitchell, archival)
GRAND RIVER SONG (Gerald Mitchell, archival)
JESUSIP PAIRIALLAMANGA (Susie and Joas Onalik, archival)
NORTH COUNTRY (Gerald Mitchell, new recording)
LAND CALLED LABRADOR (Brandon Pardy, new recording)
ON THE BIG LAND SHORE (Brandon Pardy, new recording)
WE SONS OF LABRADOR (Gerald Mitchell, archival)